
    

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen 
argumentargument

If one photon passes through the polaroid, so does 
the other one.

Therefore each photon must already have its 
instructions 

about what to do when it meets the polaroid.



    

EntanglementEntanglement

Observing 
either side 
breaks the 

entanglement
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Entangled every which wayEntangled every which way
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SchrSchröödinger’s Catdinger’s Cat

|CAT〉  = |ALIVE〉  + |DEAD〉



    

Entanglement killed the catEntanglement killed the cat

According to quantum theory, if a cat can be in a 

state |ALIVE 〉  and a state |DEAD〉 , it can also be 

in a state

|ALIVE〉  + |DEAD〉 .
Why don’t we see cats in Why don’t we see cats in 

such superposition statessuch superposition states??
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Entanglement killed the catEntanglement killed the cat

+
ANSWER: because the theory actually predicts…..
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Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future. Frank Hampson, Eagle (1950)



    
Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future. Frank Hampson, Eagle (1950)



    
Nature 362, 
586-587 (15 
Apr 1993) 



    

ComputingComputing

INPUT
N digits

COMPUTATION
Running time T

OUTPUT

How fast does T grow as you increase N?



    

Quantum ComputingQuantum Computing

But you can choose your question

++ ++

In 1 unit of time, many calculations can be done 
but only one answer can be seen

E.g. Are all the answers the 
same?

6+4 20/3 100



    

Two Easy SumsTwo Easy Sums

      7873  x  6761    =      ?7873  x  6761    =      ?

  

        ?       x     ?       =    26 292 671?       x     ?       =    26 292 671

53 229 353



    

Not so easy                             Not so easy                             ..

N T for multiplying
 two N-digits

T for factorising a 
2N-digit number

1 1 2

2 4 4

3 9 8

4 16 16

5 25 32

10 100 1,024

20 400 1,048,576

30 900 1,073,741,824

40 1600 1,099,511,627,776

50 2500 1,125,899,906,842,620

T ≈ N 
2 T ≈ 2 

N

But on a quantum 
computer, 

factorisation can 
be done in roughly 
the same time as  

multiplication 

T ≈ N 2

(Peter Shor, 1994)
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